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ARCH_BOW_A	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_A	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_A	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_A
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_B		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_QTY_B		WEAP_ARW_DMG_B

				0		0

		Arrow, Corded 120'		1		d4

		Arrow, Grappling 120'		1		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		30		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		30		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		30		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		30		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		30		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		30		d6

		Arrow, Notched		30		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		30		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Spined		30		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		30		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		30		d8

		Arrow, Majikal Air		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Earth		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Fire		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Water		1		d10+1

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		20		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		20		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		20		d6

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		20		d3

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		30		d2




		ARCH_ARROW_A		DMG_ARROW_A

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		ArchHelp_B		ArchType_B		ArchReq_B		ArchCombine_B		ArchUses_B		ArchEAM_B		ArchWAM_B		ArchInit_B		ArchARM_B		ArchDMG_B		ArchAvType_B		ArchAvEff_B		ArchDesc_B		ArchAction_B

		ARROW CATCH Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-3		0|-3		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-2		0|-2		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-1		-1|-2		0|-1		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		BLIND SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		-3		None		None		Archery Master is able to fire in obscured vision circumstances with scaling bonuses/penalties based on his/her current Mastery Rank. Obscured vision includes but is not limited to: moonlight, low light, fog, heavy rain/snow, smoke, etc. The Archery Master may take an initiative penalty while he/she takes and extra moment or two to focus and aim the shot, using sound, shadows, and intuition to attempt to hit the target despite the visual disability.		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BOW PARRY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW SNAP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d4		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4+1		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d6+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DISARM SHOT Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		0		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0|-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		FIRE RAIN Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-3		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-2		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-1		d3/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FLAME ARROW Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		+1		+d6|2rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +1		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +2		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +3		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		-1		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		0		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-1		+1		+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		MELEE ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-3		d2		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-2		d3		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-1		d4		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MOTION SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-2		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		+1		DMG +2		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POWER SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +3		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +4		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		0		+1		DMG +5		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 3		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-3		DMG -4		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 4		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-2		DMG -3		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 5		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-1		0|-2		DMG -2		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SPINNING BOW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +2		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		STAPLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-3|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		THROW ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		`		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-3|-4		[-4]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-2|-3		[-3]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-2		-1|-2		[-2]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot




		STAFF_ATK_A		STAFF_HANDS_A		STAFF_WAM_A		STAFF_DMG_A

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		TNAZ_ATK_B		TNAZ_FORM_B		TNAZ_WAM_B		TNAZ_DMG_B

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_A		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_QTY_A		WEAP_ARW_DMG_A

				0		0

		Arrow, Corded 120'		1		d4

		Arrow, Grappling 120'		1		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		30		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		30		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		30		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		30		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		30		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		30		d6

		Arrow, Notched		30		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		30		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Spined		30		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		30		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		30		d8

		Arrow, Majikal Air		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Earth		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Fire		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Water		1		d10+1

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		20		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		20		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		20		d6

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		20		d3

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		30		d2




		ArchHelp_C		ArchType_C		ArchReq_C		ArchCombine_C		ArchUses_C		ArchEAM_C		ArchWAM_C		ArchInit_C		ArchARM_C		ArchDMG_C		ArchAvType_C		ArchAvEff_C		ArchDesc_C		ArchAction_C

		ARROW CATCH Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-3		0|-3		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-2		0|-2		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-1		-1|-2		0|-1		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		BLIND SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		-3		None		None		Archery Master is able to fire in obscured vision circumstances with scaling bonuses/penalties based on his/her current Mastery Rank. Obscured vision includes but is not limited to: moonlight, low light, fog, heavy rain/snow, smoke, etc. The Archery Master may take an initiative penalty while he/she takes and extra moment or two to focus and aim the shot, using sound, shadows, and intuition to attempt to hit the target despite the visual disability.		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BOW PARRY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW SNAP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d4		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4+1		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d6+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DISARM SHOT Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		0		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0|-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		FIRE RAIN Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-3		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-2		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-1		d3/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FLAME ARROW Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		+1		+d6|2rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +1		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +2		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +3		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		-1		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		0		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-1		+1		+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		MELEE ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-3		d2		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-2		d3		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-1		d4		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MOTION SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-2		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		+1		DMG +2		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POWER SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +3		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +4		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		0		+1		DMG +5		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 3		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-3		DMG -4		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 4		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-2		DMG -3		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 5		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-1		0|-2		DMG -2		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SPINNING BOW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +2		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		STAPLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-3|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		THROW ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		`		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-3|-4		[-4]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-2|-3		[-3]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-2		-1|-2		[-2]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot




		TNAZ_ATK_C		TNAZ_FORM_C		TNAZ_WAM_C		TNAZ_DMG_C

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_MIS_A		WEAP_MIS_QTY_A		WEAP_MIS_WAM_REQD_A		WEAP_MIS-RANGE-MAX_A		WEAP_MIS-RANGE-UNIT_A		WEAP_MIS_DMG_TOT_A

		Select A Missile Weapon		0		0		0		0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		2		1		75		15		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		2		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		1		75		15		2d2

		Bolas, Two Ball		2		1		300		60		d4

		Bolas, Two Ball Spiked		2		1		300		60		d4

		Boomerang		2		1		200		40		d3

		Bottle/Vial/Jar/Clay Pot/etc.		2		1		50		10		1

		Chakram		1		1		250		50		d4

		Club		1		1		100		20		d4

		Club, Great		1		1		75		15		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		1		125		25		2d3

		Cudgel		1		1		100		20		d4

		Dagger		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger, Curved		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger, Push		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		2		1		50		10		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		20		1		25		5		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Blow		50		1		PGA × 2		PGA × 2		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		50		1		25		5		d3

		Dart (50), Blow		50		1		PGA × 2		PGA × 2		1

		Fire, Combustible Based		1		1		Varies		Varies		d4

		Fire, Oil Based		1		1		Varies		Varies		d6

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		1		120		24		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		2		1		100		20		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		1		100		20		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d6

		Hammer, War		1		1		50		10		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d10

		Harpoon		1		1		180		36		d8

		Hatchet		2		1		125		25		2d2

		Javelin		1		1		150		30		d8

		Kaltráp (15 Medium)		15		1		25		5		2d3

		Kaltráp (30 Small)		30		1		50		10		4d2

		Kaltráp (6 Large)		6		1		10		2		d4

		Káma Blade		2		1		75		- - -		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		1		5		0		d6+d4

		Knife		2		1		50		10		d4

		Knife, Keukré		2		1		50		10		d6

		Knife, Tanto		2		1		50		10		d4

		Knife, Throwing (2)		2		1		50		10		d2

		Mace, Double		1		1		5		0		2d4

		Mace, Heavy		1		1		5		0		d8

		Mace, Light		1		1		5		0		d6

		Rock (Large)		1		1		2		50		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		1		1		100		d4

		Rock (Small)		2		1		1		75		d3

		Shurikýn (2 per Attack)		12		1		60		12		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		1		200		40		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		1		250		50		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		1				0		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		1		100		20		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		1		250		50		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		1		250		50		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		1		250		50		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		1		250		50		3d3

		Sticks, Eskrýma		2		1		75		- - -		d4

		Tonfá Blades		2		1		100		20		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		2		1		75		15		d4

		Trident		1		1		100		20		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		1		75		15		d8




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_D		WEAP_MEL_WAM_D		WEAP_MEL_DMG_D

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




		WEAPON_MISSILE02		DMG_NOMAST_MIS02

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6

		Arrow, Notched		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4

		Arrow, Spined		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		d8

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		2d2

		Blowgun		0

		Bolas, Two Ball		d4

		Bolas, Two Ball Spiked		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		d6

		Boomerang		d3

		Bottle/Vial/Jar/Clay Pot/etc.		1

		Chakram		d4

		Club		d4

		Club, Great		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		2d3

		Cudgel		d4

		Dagger		d4

		Dagger, Curved		d4

		Dagger, Push		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Blow		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		d3

		Dart (50), Blow		1

		Fire, Combustible Based		d4

		Fire, Oil Based		d6

		Grappling Hook 120'		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		d4

		Hammer, Melon		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		d6

		Hammer, War		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		d10

		Harpoon		d8

		Hatchet		2d2

		Javelin		d8

		Kaltráp (15 Medium)		2d3

		Kaltráp (30 Small)		4d2

		Kaltráp (6 Large)		d4

		Káma Blade		d6

		Keusárégáma 		d6+d4

		Knife		d4

		Knife, Keukré		d6

		Knife, Tanto		d4

		Knife, Throwing (2)		d2

		Mace, Double		2d4

		Mace, Heavy		d8

		Mace, Light		d6

		Rock (Large)		d6

		Rock (Medium)		d4

		Rock (Small)		d3

		Shurikýn (2 per Attack)		d4

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		d2

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		d3

		Spear (Long)		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		d6

		Spear (Short) 		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		d8

		Spear, Angon		d6

		Spear, Deum		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		3d3

		Sticks, Eskrýma		d4

		Tonfá Blades		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		d4

		Trident		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		d8
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		Mountain Dward		2		1				-1		1														-1						-2								0		Lumivision		240		1		0		Dwarish		Mountain

		High Elf						1		1				1				-1				-1										-1								0		Lumivision		150		0		1		Elvish		High

		Moon Elf		-2		-1						-2				2				1				1						1										0		Lumivision		240		0		1		Elvish		Moon

		Sand Elf				1		1				1						-1		-1								-1												0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Elvish		Sand

		Sky Elf		1		1						-2				1												1				-2								0		Lumivision		240		0		1		Elvish		Sky

		Wood Elf		1				2		1						-1		-1						-1				-1												0		Lumivision		240		0		1		Elvish		Wood

		Rock Gnome		1		1				2		1				-2												-1		-1				-1						0		Lumivision		150		0		1		Gnomish		Rock

		Hairfoot Halfling		-2				1		1								2								-1								-1						0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Halfling		Hairfoot		

		Bábora Human		2		1						1														-1				-2		-1								0		Normal		N/A		1		0		Kaendoran		Bábora

		Daelkýn Human		1				-1				1								-1								1								-1				0		Normal		N/A		1		0		Kaendoran		Daelkýn

		Gýnto Human																				-1				1		-1		-1		1				1				0		Normal		N/A		0		1		Kaendoran		Gýnto

		Keuntár Human		-1		1		1		2		-1										1				-1				-1		-1								0		Normal		N/A		1		0		Kaendoran		Keuntár

		Mýnotár Anthropomorph		3		1						1				-1														-2				-1		-1				0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Kaendoran		Mýnotár

		Wairýn Anthropomorph				1		1		2		-1		1				-1						-1						-1				-1						0		Lumivision		300		0		1		Kaendoran		Wairýn

		Plains Kobolds						1		1										1				-1								-1		-1						0		Lumivision		150		0		1		Kobrosh		Plains

		Brursár Anthropomorph		2		1		-1		-2		1										1		-1						-1										0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Kaendoran Brursár




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_E		WEAP_MEL_WAM_E		WEAP_MEL_EMG_E

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




ARCH_BOW_C	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_C	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_C	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_C
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		TNAZ_ATK_D		TNAZ_FORM_D		TNAZ_WAM_D		TNAZ_DMG_D

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		STAFF_ATK_C		STAFF_HANDS_C		STAFF_WAM_C		STAFF_DMG_C

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




ARCH_BOW_B	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_B	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_B	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_B
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		SHIELD		SHIELD_DEF_BASE

		No Shield		0

		Buckler Shield (BRZ)		1

		Buckler Shield (CHR)		1

		Buckler Shield (STL)		1

		Buckler Shield (TIT)		1

		Buckler Shield (TUN)		1

		Buckler Shield (WnL)		1

		Buckler Shield (WOD)		1

		Coffin Shield (BRZ)		2

		Coffin Shield (CHR)		2

		Coffin Shield (STL)		2

		Coffin Shield (TIT)		2

		Coffin Shield (TUN)		2

		Coffin Shield (WnL)		2

		Coffin Shield (WOD)		2

		Heater Shield (BRZ)		2

		Heater Shield (CHR)		2

		Heater Shield (STL)		2

		Heater Shield (TIT)		2

		Heater Shield (TUN)		2

		Heater Shield (WnL)		2

		Heater Shield (WOD)		2

		Kite Shield (BRZ)		2

		Kite Shield (CHR)		2

		Kite Shield (STL)		2

		Kite Shield (TIT)		2

		Kite Shield (TUN)		2

		Kite Shield (WnL)		2

		Kite Shield (WOD)		2

		Oval Shield (BRZ)		2

		Oval Shield (CHR)		2

		Oval Shield (STL)		2

		Oval Shield (TIT)		2

		Oval Shield (TUN)		2

		Oval Shield (WnL)		2

		Oval Shield (WOD)		2

		Round Shield (BRZ)		1

		Round Shield (CHR)		1

		Round Shield (STL)		1

		Round Shield (TIT)		1

		Round Shield (TUN)		1

		Round Shield (WnL)		1

		Round Shield (WOD)		1

		Target Shield (BRZ)		1

		Target Shield (CHR)		1

		Target Shield (STL)		1

		Target Shield (TIT)		1

		Target Shield (TUN)		1

		Target Shield (WnL)		1

		Target Shield (WOD)		1

		Tower Shield (BRZ)		3

		Tower Shield (CHR)		3

		Tower Shield (STL)		3

		Tower Shield (TIT)		3

		Tower Shield (TUN)		3

		Tower Shield (WnL)		3

		Tower Shield (WOD)		3

		Tribal Shield (BRZ)		2

		Tribal Shield (CHR)		2

		Tribal Shield (STL)		2

		Tribal Shield (TIT)		2

		Tribal Shield (TUN)		2

		Tribal Shield (WnL)		2

		Tribal Shield (WOD)		2

		Waisted Shield (BRZ)		2

		Waisted Shield (CHR)		2

		Waisted Shield (STL)		2

		Waisted Shield (TIT)		2

		Waisted Shield (TUN)		2

		Waisted Shield (WnL)		2

		Waisted Shield (WOD)		2

		Wankel Shield (BRZ)		1

		Wankel Shield (CHR)		1

		Wankel Shield (STL)		1

		Wankel Shield (TIT)		1

		Wankel Shield (TUN)		1

		Wankel Shield (WnL)		1

		Wankel Shield (WOD)		1

		War Shield (BRZ)		4

		War Shield (CHR)		4

		War Shield (STL)		4

		War Shield (TIT)		4

		War Shield (TUN)		4

		War Shield (WnL)		4

		War Shield (WOD)		4




		ArchHelp_A		ArchType_A		ArchReq_A		ArchCombine_A		ArchUses_A		ArchEAM_A		ArchWAM_A		ArchInit_A		ArchARM_A		ArchDMG_A		ArchAvType_A		ArchAvEff_A		ArchDesc_A		ArchAction_A

		ARROW CATCH Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-3		0|-3		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-2		0|-2		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-1		-1|-2		0|-1		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		BLIND SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		-3		None		None		Archery Master is able to fire in obscured vision circumstances with scaling bonuses/penalties based on his/her current Mastery Rank. Obscured vision includes but is not limited to: moonlight, low light, fog, heavy rain/snow, smoke, etc. The Archery Master may take an initiative penalty while he/she takes and extra moment or two to focus and aim the shot, using sound, shadows, and intuition to attempt to hit the target despite the visual disability.		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BOW PARRY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW SNAP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d4		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4+1		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d6+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DISARM SHOT Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		0		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0|-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		FIRE RAIN Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-3		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-2		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-1		d3/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FLAME ARROW Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		+1		+d6|2rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +1		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +2		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +3		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		-1		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		0		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-1		+1		+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		MELEE ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-3		d2		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-2		d3		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-1		d4		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MOTION SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-2		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		+1		DMG +2		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POWER SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +3		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +4		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		0		+1		DMG +5		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 3		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-3		DMG -4		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 4		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-2		DMG -3		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 5		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-1		0|-2		DMG -2		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SPINNING BOW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +2		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		STAPLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-3|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		THROW ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		`		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-3|-4		[-4]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-2|-3		[-3]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-2		-1|-2		[-2]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot




		TNAZ_ATK_E		TNAZ_FORM_E		TNAZ_WAM_E		TNAZ_DMG_E

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		ARMOR		ARMOR_DEF_BASE

		Choose One		0

		No Armor  Just Clothing		0

		Banded Mail (Bronze)		4

		Banded Mail (Chromium)		8

		Banded Mail (Fired Wood)		4

		Banded Mail (Steel)		5

		Banded Mail (Tungsten)		7

		Banded Mail (Titanium)		6

		Banded Mail (Wood)		3

		Breast Plate (Bronze)		4

		Breast Plate (Chromium)		8

		Breast Plate (Steel)		5

		Breast Plate (Tungsten)		7

		Breast Plate (Titanium)		6

		Brigandine (Bronze/Lthr)		3

		Brigandine (Chromium/Lthr)		7

		Brigandine (Steel/Lthr)		4

		Brigandine (Tungsten/Lthr)		6

		Brigandine (Titanium/Lthr)		5

		Brigandine (Wood/Lthr)		1

		Brigandine Fired (Wood/Lthr)		2

		Chain Mail  Elven Full (Alloy)		5

		Chain Mail  Elven Shirt (Alloy)		4

		Field Plate  Dwarven (Alloy)		5

		Chain Mail  Full (Bronze)		4

		Chain Mail  Full (Chromium)		8

		Chain Mail  Full (Steel)		5

		Chain Mail  Full (Tungsten)		7

		Chain Mail  Full (Titanium)		6

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Bronze)		3

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Chromium)		7

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Steel)		4

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Tungsten)		6

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Titanium)		5

		Clothing  Padded Cloth		1

		Field Plate (Bronze)		6

		Field Plate (Chromium)		10

		Field Plate (Steel)		7

		Field Plate (Tungsten)		9

		Field Plate (Titanium)		8

		Full Plate (Bronze)		7

		Full Plate (Chromium)		11

		Full Plate (Steel)		8

		Full Plate (Tungsten)		10

		Full Plate (Titanium)		9

		Hide, Crocodile		5

		Hide, Elephant		3

		Hide, Hard Cured		2

		Hide, Rhinoceros		4

		Hide, Soft		1

		Lthr, Hardened		2

		Lthr, Soft		1

		Lthr, Spiked		2

		Lthr, Studded		2

		Plate Mail (Fired Wood)		5

		Plated Mail (Bronze)		5

		Plated Mail (Chromium)		9

		Plated Mail (Steel)		6

		Plated Mail (Tungsten)		8

		Plated Mail (Titanium)		7

		Plated Mail (Wood)		4

		Ring Mail (Bronze)		3

		Ring Mail (Chromium)		7

		Ring Mail (Steel)		4

		Ring Mail (Tungsten)		6

		Ring Mail (Titanium)		5

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Bronze)		5

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Chromium)		9

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Steel)		6

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Tungsten)		8

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Titanium)		7

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Wood)		4

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Wood)		3

		Scale Mail (Bronze)		3

		Scale Mail (Chromium)		7

		Scale Mail (Fired Wood)		2

		Scale Mail (Steel)		4

		Scale Mail (Tungsten)		6

		Scale Mail (Titanium)		5

		Scale Mail (Wood)		1

		Splint Mail (Bronze)		4

		Splint Mail (Chromium)		8

		Splint Mail (Fired Wood)		3

		Splint Mail (Steel)		5

		Splint Mail (Tungsten)		7

		Splint Mail (Titanium)		6

		Splint Mail (Wood)		2

		Splint Mail (Wood)		3




		STAFF_ATK_B		STAFF_HANDS_B		STAFF_WAM_B		STAFF_DMG_B

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		TNAZ_ATK_F		TNAZ_FORM_F		TNAZ_WAM_F		TNAZ_DMG_F

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_ARW_BOW_A		WEAP_ARW_BOW_WAM_REQD_A		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_MAX_A		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_A

				0		0		0

		Bow, Composite Long		1W/2E		150		30

		Bow, Recurve Long		1W/2E		200		40

		Bow, Recurve Short		1W/2E		125		25

		Bow, Composite Short		1W/2E		100		20

		Bow, Double Curve Long		1W/2E		120		24

		Bow, Double Curve Short		1W/2E		75		15

		Bow, Horse (Mohuran)		1W/2E		30		6

		Bow, Long		1W/2E		90		18

		Bow, Short		1W/2E		60		12

		Crossbow, Hand		1W/2E		50		10

		Crossbow, Heavy		1W/2E		150		30

		Crossbow, Light		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling Staff		1W/2E		150		30




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_B		WEAP_MEL_WAM_B		WEAP_MEL_DMG_B

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3
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		ARROW CATCH Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-3		0|-3		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-2		0|-2		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-1		-1|-2		0|-1		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		BLIND SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		-3		None		None		Archery Master is able to fire in obscured vision circumstances with scaling bonuses/penalties based on his/her current Mastery Rank. Obscured vision includes but is not limited to: moonlight, low light, fog, heavy rain/snow, smoke, etc. The Archery Master may take an initiative penalty while he/she takes and extra moment or two to focus and aim the shot, using sound, shadows, and intuition to attempt to hit the target despite the visual disability.		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BOW PARRY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW SNAP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d4		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4+1		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d6+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DISARM SHOT Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		0		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0|-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		FIRE RAIN Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-3		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-2		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-1		d3/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FLAME ARROW Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		+1		+d6|2rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +1		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +2		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +3		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		-1		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		0		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-1		+1		+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		MELEE ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-3		d2		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-2		d3		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-1		d4		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MOTION SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-2		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		+1		DMG +2		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POWER SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +3		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +4		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		0		+1		DMG +5		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 3		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-3		DMG -4		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 4		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-2		DMG -3		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 5		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-1		0|-2		DMG -2		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SPINNING BOW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +2		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		STAPLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-3|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		THROW ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		`		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-3|-4		[-4]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-2|-3		[-3]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-2		-1|-2		[-2]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot




ARCH_BOW_E	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_E	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_E	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_E
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		STAFF_ATK_G		STAFF_HANDS_G		STAFF_WAM_G		STAFF_DMG_G

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_A		WEAP_MEL_WAM_A		WEAP_MEL_DMG_A

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3





		STAFF_ATK_E		STAFF_HANDS_E		STAFF_WAM_E		STAFF_DMG_E

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		ZZ-MSCODE		ZZ-MSARM		ZZ-MSDMG		ZZ-MSWAM

		AM.0.5		0		0		0

		AM.0.6		0		0		0

		AM.0.7		0		0		0

		AM.0.8		0		0		0

		AM.0.9		0		0		0

		AM.0.10		0		0		0

		AM.0.11		0		0		0

		AM.0.12		0		0		0

		AM.0.13		0		0		0

		AM.0.14		0		0		0

		AM.0.15		0		0		0

		AM.0.16		0		0		0

		AM.0.17		0		0		0

		AM.0.18		0		0		0

		AM.0.19		0		0		0

		AM.0.20		0		0		0

		AM.0.21		0		0		0

		AM.0.22		0		0		0

		AM.0.23		0		0		0

		AM.0.24		0		0		0

		AM.1.5		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.6		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.7		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.8		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.9		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.10		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.11		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.12		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.13		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.14		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.15		1		1		1/1

		AM.1.16		1		1		1/1

		AM.1.17		1		1		1/1

		AM.1.18		2		2		1/1

		AM.1.19		2		2		1/1

		AM.1.20		2		2		1/1

		AM.1.21		3		3		1/1

		AM.1.22		3		3		1/1

		AM.1.23		3		3		1/1

		AM.1.24		4		4		1/1

		AM.2.5		0		0		1/1

		AM.2.6		0		0		1/1

		AM.2.7		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.8		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.9		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.10		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.11		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.12		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.13		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.14		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.15		2		2		3/2

		AM.2.16		2		2		3/2

		AM.2.17		2		2		3/2

		AM.2.18		3		3		3/2

		AM.2.19		3		3		3/2

		AM.2.20		3		3		3/2

		AM.2.21		4		4		3/2

		AM.2.22		4		4		3/2

		AM.2.23		4		4		3/2

		AM.2.24		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.5		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.6		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.7		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.8		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.9		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.10		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.11		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.12		2		2		3/2

		AM.3.13		2		2		3/2

		AM.3.14		2		2		3/2

		AM.3.15		3		3		3/2

		AM.3.16		3		3		3/2

		AM.3.17		3		3		3/2

		AM.3.18		4		4		3/2

		AM.3.19		4		4		3/2

		AM.3.20		4		4		3/2

		AM.3.21		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.22		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.23		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.24		6		6		3/2

		AM.4.5		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.6		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.7		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.8		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.9		2		2		3/2

		AM.4.10		2		2		3/2

		AM.4.11		2		2		3/2

		AM.4.12		3		3		3/2

		AM.4.13		3		3		3/2

		AM.4.14		3		3		3/2

		AM.4.15		4		4		2/1

		AM.4.16		4		4		2/1

		AM.4.17		4		4		2/1

		AM.4.18		5		5		2/1

		AM.4.19		5		5		2/1

		AM.4.20		5		5		2/1

		AM.4.21		6		6		2/1

		AM.4.22		6		6		2/1

		AM.4.23		6		6		2/1

		AM.4.24		7		7		2/1

		AM.5.5		1		1		2/1

		AM.5.6		2		2		2/1

		AM.5.7		2		2		2/1

		AM.5.8		2		2		2/1

		AM.5.9		3		3		2/1

		AM.5.10		3		3		2/1

		AM.5.11		3		3		2/1

		AM.5.12		4		4		2/1

		AM.5.13		4		4		2/1

		AM.5.14		4		4		2/1

		AM.5.15		5		5		5/2

		AM.5.16		5		5		5/2

		AM.5.17		5		5		5/2

		AM.5.18		6		6		5/2

		AM.5.19		6		6		5/2

		AM.5.20		6		6		5/2

		AM.5.21		7		7		5/2

		AM.5.22		7		7		5/2

		AM.5.23		7		7		5/2

		AM.5.24		8		8		5/2

		AM.6.5		2		2		5/2

		AM.6.6		3		3		5/2

		AM.6.7		3		3		5/2

		AM.6.8		3		3		5/2

		AM.6.9		4		4		5/2

		AM.6.10		4		4		5/2

		AM.6.11		4		4		5/2

		AM.6.12		5		5		5/2

		AM.6.13		5		5		5/2

		AM.6.14		5		5		5/2

		AM.6.15		6		6		3/1

		AM.6.16		6		6		3/1

		AM.6.17		6		6		3/1

		AM.6.18		7		7		3/1

		AM.6.19		7		7		3/1

		AM.6.20		7		7		3/1

		AM.6.21		8		8		3/1

		AM.6.22		8		8		3/1

		AM.6.23		8		8		3/1

		AM.6.24		9		9		3/1

		AM.7.5		3		3		3/1

		AM.7.6		4		4		3/1

		AM.7.7		4		4		3/1

		AM.7.8		4		4		3/1

		AM.7.9		5		5		3/1

		AM.7.10		5		5		3/1

		AM.7.11		5		5		3/1

		AM.7.12		6		6		3/1

		AM.7.13		6		6		3/1

		AM.7.14		6		6		3/1

		AM.7.15		7		7		7/2

		AM.7.16		7		7		7/2

		AM.7.17		7		7		7/2

		AM.7.18		8		8		7/2

		AM.7.19		8		8		7/2

		AM.7.20		8		8		7/2

		AM.7.21		9		9		7/2

		AM.7.22		9		9		7/2

		AM.7.23		9		9		7/2

		AM.7.24		10		10		7/2

		AM.8.5		4		4		7/2

		AM.8.5		5		5		4/1

		AM.8.6		5		5		7/2

		AM.8.6		6		6		4/1

		AM.8.7		5		5		7/2

		AM.8.7		6		6		4/1

		AM.8.8		5		5		7/2

		AM.8.8		6		6		4/1

		AM.8.9		6		6		7/2

		AM.8.9		7		7		4/1

		AM.8.10		6		6		7/2

		AM.8.10		7		7		4/1

		AM.8.11		6		6		7/2

		AM.8.11		7		7		4/1

		AM.8.12		7		7		7/2

		AM.8.12		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.13		7		7		7/2

		AM.8.13		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.14		7		7		7/2

		AM.8.14		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.15		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.15		9		9		9/2

		AM.8.16		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.16		9		9		9/2

		AM.8.17		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.17		9		9		9/2

		AM.8.18		9		9		4/1

		AM.8.18		10		10		9/2

		AM.8.19		9		9		4/1

		AM.8.19		10		10		9/2

		AM.8.20		9		9		4/1

		AM.8.20		10		10		9/2

		AM.8.21		10		10		4/1

		AM.8.21		11		11		9/2

		AM.8.22		10		10		4/1

		AM.8.22		11		11		9/2

		AM.8.23		10		10		4/1

		AM.8.23		12		12		9/2

		AM.8.24		11		11		4/1

		AM.8.24		12		12		9/2

		AM.9.5		6		6		9/2

		AM.9.6		7		7		9/2

		AM.9.7		7		7		9/2

		AM.9.8		7		7		9/2

		AM.9.9		8		8		9/2

		AM.9.10		8		8		9/2

		AM.9.11		8		8		9/2

		AM.9.12		9		9		9/2

		AM.9.13		9		9		9/2

		AM.9.14		9		9		9/2

		AM.9.15		10		10		5/1

		AM.9.16		10		10		5/1

		AM.9.17		10		10		5/1

		AM.9.18		11		11		5/1

		AM.9.19		11		11		5/1

		AM.9.20		11		11		5/1

		AM.9.21		12		12		5/1

		AM.9.22		12		12		5/1

		AM.9.23		13		13		5/1

		AM.9.24		14		14		5/1

		AM.10.5		7		7		5/1

		AM.10.6		8		8		5/1

		AM.10.7		8		8		5/1

		AM.10.8		8		8		5/1

		AM.10.9		9		9		5/1

		AM.10.10		9		9		5/1

		AM.10.11		9		9		5/1

		AM.10.12		10		10		11/2

		AM.10.13		10		10		11/2

		AM.10.14		10		10		11/2

		AM.10.15		11		11		11/2

		AM.10.16		11		11		11/2

		AM.10.17		11		11		11/2

		AM.10.18		12		12		6/1

		AM.10.19		12		12		6/1

		AM.10.20		12		12		6/1

		AM.10.21		13		13		6/1

		AM.10.22		13		13		6/1

		AM.10.23		14		14		6/1

		AM.10.24		15		15		6/1

		BA.0.5		0		0		0

		BA.0.6		0		0		0

		BA.0.7		0		0		0

		BA.0.8		0		0		0

		BA.0.9		0		0		0

		BA.0.10		0		0		0

		BA.0.11		0		0		0

		BA.0.12		0		0		0

		BA.0.13		0		0		0

		BA.0.14		0		0		0

		BA.0.15		0		0		0

		BA.0.16		0		0		0

		BA.0.17		0		0		0

		BA.0.18		0		0		0

		BA.0.19		0		0		0

		BA.0.20		0		0		0

		BA.0.21		0		0		0

		BA.0.22		0		0		0

		BA.0.23		0		0		0

		BA.0.24		0		0		0

		BA.1.5		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.6		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.7		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.8		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.9		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.10		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.11		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.12		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.13		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.14		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.15		1		1		1/1

		BA.1.16		1		1		1/1

		BA.1.17		1		1		1/1

		BA.1.18		2		2		1/1

		BA.1.19		2		2		1/1

		BA.1.20		2		2		1/1

		BA.1.21		3		3		1/1

		BA.1.22		3		3		1/1

		BA.1.23		3		3		1/1

		BA.1.24		4		4		1/1

		BA.2.5		0		0		1/1

		BA.2.6		0		0		1/1

		BA.2.7		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.8		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.9		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.10		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.11		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.12		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.13		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.14		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.15		2		2		3/2

		BA.2.16		2		2		3/2

		BA.2.17		2		2		3/2

		BA.2.18		3		3		3/2

		BA.2.19		3		3		3/2

		BA.2.20		3		3		3/2

		BA.2.21		4		4		3/2

		BA.2.22		4		4		3/2

		BA.2.23		4		4		3/2

		BA.2.24		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.5		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.6		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.7		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.8		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.9		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.10		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.11		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.12		2		2		3/2

		BA.3.13		2		2		3/2

		BA.3.14		2		2		3/2

		BA.3.15		3		3		3/2

		BA.3.16		3		3		3/2

		BA.3.17		3		3		3/2

		BA.3.18		4		4		3/2

		BA.3.19		4		4		3/2

		BA.3.20		4		4		3/2

		BA.3.21		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.22		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.23		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.24		6		6		3/2

		BA.4.5		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.6		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.7		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.8		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.9		2		2		3/2

		BA.4.10		2		2		3/2

		BA.4.11		2		2		3/2

		BA.4.12		3		3		3/2

		BA.4.13		3		3		3/2

		BA.4.14		3		3		3/2

		BA.4.15		4		4		2/1

		BA.4.16		4		4		2/1

		BA.4.17		4		4		2/1

		BA.4.18		5		5		2/1

		BA.4.19		5		5		2/1

		BA.4.20		5		5		2/1

		BA.4.21		6		6		2/1

		BA.4.22		6		6		2/1

		BA.4.23		6		6		2/1

		BA.4.24		7		7		2/1

		BA.5.5		1		1		2/1

		BA.5.6		2		2		2/1

		BA.5.7		2		2		2/1

		BA.5.8		2		2		2/1

		BA.5.9		3		3		2/1

		BA.5.10		3		3		2/1

		BA.5.11		3		3		2/1

		BA.5.12		4		4		2/1

		BA.5.13		4		4		2/1

		BA.5.14		4		4		2/1

		BA.5.15		5		5		5/2

		BA.5.16		5		5		5/2

		BA.5.17		5		5		5/2

		BA.5.18		6		6		5/2

		BA.5.19		6		6		5/2

		BA.5.20		6		6		5/2

		BA.5.21		7		7		5/2

		BA.5.22		7		7		5/2

		BA.5.23		7		7		5/2

		BA.5.24		8		8		5/2

		BA.6.5		2		2		5/2

		BA.6.6		3		3		5/2

		BA.6.7		3		3		5/2

		BA.6.8		3		3		5/2

		BA.6.9		4		4		5/2

		BA.6.10		4		4		5/2

		BA.6.11		4		4		5/2

		BA.6.12		5		5		5/2

		BA.6.13		5		5		5/2

		BA.6.14		5		5		5/2

		BA.6.15		6		6		3/1

		BA.6.16		6		6		3/1

		BA.6.17		6		6		3/1

		BA.6.18		7		7		3/1

		BA.6.19		7		7		3/1

		BA.6.20		7		7		3/1

		BA.6.21		8		8		3/1

		BA.6.22		8		8		3/1

		BA.6.23		8		8		3/1

		BA.6.24		9		9		3/1

		BA.7.5		3		3		3/1

		BA.7.6		4		4		3/1

		BA.7.7		4		4		3/1

		BA.7.8		4		4		3/1

		BA.7.9		5		5		3/1

		BA.7.10		5		5		3/1

		BA.7.11		5		5		3/1

		BA.7.12		6		6		3/1

		BA.7.13		6		6		3/1

		BA.7.14		6		6		3/1

		BA.7.15		7		7		7/2

		BA.7.16		7		7		7/2

		BA.7.17		7		7		7/2

		BA.7.18		8		8		7/2

		BA.7.19		8		8		7/2

		BA.7.20		8		8		7/2

		BA.7.21		9		9		7/2

		BA.7.22		9		9		7/2

		BA.7.23		9		9		7/2

		BA.7.24		10		10		7/2

		BA.8.5		4		4		7/2

		BA.8.5		5		5		4/1

		BA.8.6		5		5		7/2

		BA.8.6		6		6		4/1

		BA.8.7		5		5		7/2

		BA.8.7		6		6		4/1

		BA.8.8		5		5		7/2

		BA.8.8		6		6		4/1

		BA.8.9		6		6		7/2

		BA.8.9		7		7		4/1

		BA.8.10		6		6		7/2

		BA.8.10		7		7		4/1

		BA.8.11		6		6		7/2

		BA.8.11		7		7		4/1

		BA.8.12		7		7		7/2

		BA.8.12		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.13		7		7		7/2

		BA.8.13		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.14		7		7		7/2

		BA.8.14		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.15		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.15		9		9		9/2

		BA.8.16		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.16		9		9		9/2

		BA.8.17		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.17		9		9		9/2

		BA.8.18		9		9		4/1

		BA.8.18		10		10		9/2

		BA.8.19		9		9		4/1

		BA.8.19		10		10		9/2

		BA.8.20		9		9		4/1

		BA.8.20		10		10		9/2

		BA.8.21		10		10		4/1

		BA.8.21		11		11		9/2

		BA.8.22		10		10		4/1

		BA.8.22		11		11		9/2

		BA.8.23		10		10		4/1

		BA.8.23		12		12		9/2

		BA.8.24		11		11		4/1

		BA.8.24		12		12		9/2

		BA.9.5		6		6		9/2

		BA.9.6		7		7		9/2

		BA.9.7		7		7		9/2

		BA.9.8		7		7		9/2

		BA.9.9		8		8		9/2

		BA.9.10		8		8		9/2

		BA.9.11		8		8		9/2

		BA.9.12		9		9		9/2

		BA.9.13		9		9		9/2

		BA.9.14		9		9		9/2

		BA.9.15		10		10		5/1

		BA.9.16		10		10		5/1

		BA.9.17		10		10		5/1

		BA.9.18		11		11		5/1

		BA.9.19		11		11		5/1

		BA.9.20		11		11		5/1

		BA.9.21		12		12		5/1

		BA.9.22		12		12		5/1

		BA.9.23		13		13		5/1

		BA.9.24		14		14		5/1

		BA.10.5		7		7		5/1

		BA.10.6		8		8		5/1

		BA.10.7		8		8		5/1

		BA.10.8		8		8		5/1

		BA.10.9		9		9		5/1

		BA.10.10		9		9		5/1

		BA.10.11		9		9		5/1

		BA.10.12		10		10		11/2

		BA.10.13		10		10		11/2

		BA.10.14		10		10		11/2

		BA.10.15		11		11		11/2

		BA.10.16		11		11		11/2

		BA.10.17		11		11		11/2

		BA.10.18		12		12		6/1

		BA.10.19		12		12		6/1

		BA.10.20		12		12		6/1

		BA.10.21		13		13		6/1

		BA.10.22		13		13		6/1

		BA.10.23		14		14		6/1

		BA.10.24		15		15		6/1

		BM.1.0		0		0		0

		BM.1.5		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.6		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.7		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.8		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.9		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.10		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.11		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.12		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.13		1		0		1/1

		BM.1.14		1		0		1/1

		BM.1.15		1		0		1/1

		BM.1.16		1		1		1/1

		BM.1.17		1		2		1/1

		BM.1.18		1		3		1/1

		BM.1.19		2		4		1/1

		BM.1.20		2		5		1/1

		BM.1.21		2		6		1/1

		BM.1.22		3		7		3/2

		BM.1.23		3		8		3/2

		BM.1.24		3		9		3/2

		BM.2.0		0		0		0

		BM.2.5		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.6		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.7		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.8		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.9		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.10		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.11		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.12		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.13		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.14		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.15		1		1		1/1

		BM.2.16		2		2		1/1

		BM.2.17		2		3		1/1

		BM.2.18		2		4		1/1

		BM.2.19		3		5		3/2

		BM.2.20		3		6		3/2

		BM.2.21		3		7		3/2

		BM.2.22		4		8		2/1

		BM.2.23		4		9		2/1

		BM.2.24		4		10		2/1

		BM.3.0		0		0		0

		BM.3.5		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.6		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.7		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.8		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.9		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.10		1		0		3/2

		BM.3.11		1		0		3/2

		BM.3.12		1		0		3/2

		BM.3.13		2		1		3/2

		BM.3.14		2		1		3/2

		BM.3.15		2		2		3/2

		BM.3.16		3		3		3/2

		BM.3.17		3		4		3/2

		BM.3.18		3		5		3/2

		BM.3.19		4		6		2/1

		BM.3.20		4		7		2/1

		BM.3.21		5		8		5/2

		BM.3.22		5		9		5/2

		BM.3.23		5		10		6/1

		BM.3.24		5		11		6/1

		BM.4.0		0		0		0

		BM.4.5		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.6		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.7		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.8		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.9		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.10		2		1		3/2

		BM.4.11		2		1		3/2

		BM.4.12		2		1		3/2

		BM.4.13		3		2		3/2

		BM.4.14		3		3		3/2

		BM.4.15		3		4		3/2

		BM.4.16		4		5		2/1

		BM.4.17		4		6		2/1

		BM.4.18		4		7		2/1

		BM.4.19		5		8		5/2

		BM.4.20		5		9		5/2

		BM.4.21		5		10		3/1

		BM.4.22		6		11		3/1

		BM.4.23		6		12		7/2

		BM.4.24		6		9		7/2

		BM.5.0		0		0		0

		BM.5.5		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.6		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.7		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.8		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.9		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.10		3		2		2/1

		BM.5.11		3		2		2/1

		BM.5.12		3		2		2/1

		BM.5.13		4		3		2/1

		BM.5.14		4		3		2/1

		BM.5.15		4		4		2/1

		BM.5.16		5		5		5/2

		BM.5.17		5		6		5/2

		BM.5.18		5		7		3/1

		BM.5.19		6		8		3/1

		BM.5.20		6		9		7.2

		BM.5.21		7		10		7/2

		BM.5.22		7		11		4./

		BM.5.23		7		12		4/1

		BM.5.24		7		13		9/2

		BM.6.0		0		0		0

		BM.6.5		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.6		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.7		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.8		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.9		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.10		4		3		2/1

		BM.6.11		4		3		2/1

		BM.6.12		4		3		2/1

		BM.6.13		5		4		5/2

		BM.6.14		5		4		5/2

		BM.6.15		5		5		5/2

		BM.6.16		6		6		3/1

		BM.6.17		6		7		3/1

		BM.6.18		6		8		7/2

		BM.6.19		7		9		7/2

		BM.6.20		7		10		4/1

		BM.6.21		7		11		4/1

		BM.6.22		8		12		9/2

		BM.6.23		8		13		9/2

		BM.6.24		8		14		5/1

		BM.7.0		0		0		0

		BM.7.5		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.6		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.7		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.8		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.9		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.10		5		4		5/2

		BM.7.11		5		4		5/2

		BM.7.12		5		4		5/2

		BM.7.13		6		5		3/1

		BM.7.14		6		5		3/1

		BM.7.15		6		6		3/1

		BM.7.16		7		7		7/2

		BM.7.17		7		8		7/2

		BM.7.18		7		9		4/1

		BM.7.19		8		10		4/1

		BM.7.20		8		11		9/2

		BM.7.21		8		12		9/2

		BM.7.22		9		13		5/1

		BM.7.23		9		14		5/1

		BM.7.24		9		15		11/2

		BM.8.0		0		0		0

		BM.8.5		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.6		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.7		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.8		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.9		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.10		6		5		3/1

		BM.8.11		6		5		3/1

		BM.8.12		6		5		3/1

		BM.8.13		7		6		7/2

		BM.8.14		7		6		7/2

		BM.8.15		7		7		7/2

		BM.8.16		8		8		4/1

		BM.8.17		8		9		4/1

		BM.8.18		8		10		9/2

		BM.8.19		9		11		9/2

		BM.8.20		9		12		5/1

		BM.8.21		9		13		11/2

		BM.8.22		10		14		6/1

		BM.8.23		10		15		13/2

		BM.8.24		10		16		7/1

		BM.9.0		0		0		0

		BM.9.5		5		5		5/2

		BM.9.6		5		5		5/2

		BM.9.7		6		5		5/2

		BM.9.8		6		5		5/2

		BM.9.9		6		5		5/2

		BM.9.10		7		6		7/2

		BM.9.11		7		6		7/2

		BM.9.12		7		6		7/2

		BM.9.13		8		7		4/1

		BM.9.14		8		7		4/1

		BM.9.15		8		8		4/1

		BM.9.16		9		9		9/2

		BM.9.17		9		10		9/2

		BM.9.18		9		11		5/1

		BM.9.19		10		12		11/2

		BM.9.20		10		13		6/1

		BM.9.21		10		14		13/2

		BM.9.22		11		15		7/1

		BM.9.23		11		16		15/2

		BM.9.24		11		17		8/1

		BM.10.0		0		0		0

		BM.10.5		6		5		3/2

		BM.10.6		6		5		3/2

		BM.10.7		7		6		3/2

		BM.10.8		7		6		3/2

		BM.10.9		7		6		3/2

		BM.10.10		8		7		4/1

		BM.10.11		8		7		4/1

		BM.10.12		8		7		9/2

		BM.10.13		9		8		9/2

		BM.10.14		9		8		5/1

		BM.10.15		9		9		5/1

		BM.10.16		10		10		11/2

		BM.10.17		10		11		11/2

		BM.10.18		10		12		6/1

		BM.10.19		11		13		6/1

		BM.10.20		11		14		13/2

		BM.10.21		11		15		13/2

		BM.10.22		12		16		7/1

		BM.10.23		12		17		15/2

		BM.10.24		12		18		8/1

		SM.1.0		0		0		0

		SM.1.5		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.6		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.7		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.8		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.9		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.10		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.11		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.12		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.13		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.14		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.15		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.16		2		1		3/2

		SM.1.17		2		2		3/2

		SM.1.18		2		3		3/2

		SM.1.19		2		4		2/1

		SM.1.20		2		5		2/1

		SM.1.21		2		6		5/2

		SM.1.22		3		7		5/2

		SM.1.23		3		8		3/1

		SM.1.24		3		9		7/2

		SM.2.0		0		0		0

		SM.2.5		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.6		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.7		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.8		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.9		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.10		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.11		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.12		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.13		2		0		3/2

		SM.2.14		2		0		3/2

		SM.2.15		2		1		3/2

		SM.2.16		2		2		2/1

		SM.2.17		2		3		2/1

		SM.2.18		2		4		2/1

		SM.2.19		3		5		5/2

		SM.2.20		3		6		5/2

		SM.2.21		3		7		3/1

		SM.2.22		4		8		3/1

		SM.2.23		4		9		3/1

		SM.2.24		4		10		3/1

		SM.3.0		0		0		0

		SM.3.5		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.6		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.7		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.8		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.9		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.10		2		0		3/2

		SM.3.11		2		0		3/2

		SM.3.12		2		0		3/2

		SM.3.13		2		1		2/1

		SM.3.14		2		1		2/1

		SM.3.15		2		2		2/1

		SM.3.16		3		3		5/2

		SM.3.17		3		4		5/2

		SM.3.18		3		5		5/2

		SM.3.19		4		6		3/1

		SM.3.20		4		7		3/1

		SM.3.21		4		8		7/2

		SM.3.22		5		9		7/2

		SM.3.23		5		10		4/1

		SM.3.24		5		11		9/2

		SM.4.0		0		0		0

		SM.4.5		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.6		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.7		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.8		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.9		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.10		2		1		2/1

		SM.4.11		2		1		2/1

		SM.4.12		2		1		2/1

		SM.4.13		3		2		5/2

		SM.4.14		3		3		5/2

		SM.4.15		3		4		5/2

		SM.4.16		4		5		3/1

		SM.4.17		4		6		3/1

		SM.4.18		4		7		3/1

		SM.4.19		5		8		7/2

		SM.4.20		5		9		7/2

		SM.4.21		5		10		4/1

		SM.4.22		6		11		4/1

		SM.4.23		6		12		9/2

		SM.4.24		6		9		5/1

		SM.5.0		0		0		0

		SM.5.5		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.6		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.7		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.8		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.9		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.10		3		2		5/2

		SM.5.11		3		2		5/2

		SM.5.12		3		2		5/2

		SM.5.13		4		3		3/1

		SM.5.14		4		3		3/1

		SM.5.15		4		4		3/1

		SM.5.16		5		5		7/2

		SM.5.17		5		6		7/2

		SM.5.18		5		7		7/2

		SM.5.19		6		8		4/1

		SM.5.20		6		9		4/1

		SM.5.21		6		10		9/2

		SM.5.22		7		11		9/2

		SM.5.23		7		12		5/1

		SM.5.24		7		13		11/2

		SM.6.0		0		0		0

		SM.6.5		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.6		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.7		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.8		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.9		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.10		4		3		3/1

		SM.6.11		4		3		3/1

		SM.6.12		4		3		3/1

		SM.6.13		5		4		7/2

		SM.6.14		5		4		7/2

		SM.6.15		5		5		7/2

		SM.6.16		6		6		4/1

		SM.6.17		6		7		4/1

		SM.6.18		6		8		4/1

		SM.6.19		7		9		9/2

		SM.6.20		7		10		9/2

		SM.6.21		7		11		5/1

		SM.6.22		8		12		5/1

		SM.6.23		8		13		11/2

		SM.6.24		8		14		6/1

		SM.7.0		0		0		0

		SM.7.5		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.6		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.7		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.8		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.9		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.10		5		4		7/2

		SM.7.11		5		4		7/2

		SM.7.12		5		4		7/2

		SM.7.13		6		5		4/1

		SM.7.14		6		5		4/1

		SM.7.15		6		6		4/1

		SM.7.16		7		7		9/2

		SM.7.17		7		8		9/2

		SM.7.18		7		9		9/2

		SM.7.19		8		10		5/1

		SM.7.20		8		11		5/1

		SM.7.21		8		12		11/2

		SM.7.22		9		13		11/2

		SM.7.23		9		14		6/1

		SM.7.24		9		15		13/2

		SM.8.0		0		0		0

		SM.8.5		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.6		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.7		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.8		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.9		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.10		5		5		4/1

		SM.8.11		5		5		4/1

		SM.8.12		5		5		4/1

		SM.8.13		6		6		9/2

		SM.8.14		6		6		9/2

		SM.8.15		6		7		9/2

		SM.8.16		7		8		5/1

		SM.8.17		7		9		5/1

		SM.8.18		7		10		5/1

		SM.8.19		8		11		11/2

		SM.8.20		8		12		11/2

		SM.8.21		8		13		6/1

		SM.8.22		9		14		6/1

		SM.8.23		9		15		13/2

		SM.8.24		9		16		7/1

		SM.9.0		0		0		0

		SM.9.5		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.6		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.7		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.8		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.9		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.10		6		6		9/2

		SM.9.11		6		6		9/2

		SM.9.12		6		6		9/2

		SM.9.13		7		7		5/1

		SM.9.14		7		7		5/1

		SM.9.15		7		8		5/1

		SM.9.16		8		9		11/2

		SM.9.17		8		10		11/2

		SM.9.18		8		11		6/1

		SM.9.19		9		12		6/1

		SM.9.20		9		13		13/2

		SM.9.21		9		14		13/2

		SM.9.22		10		15		7/1

		SM.9.23		10		16		7/1

		SM.9.24		10		17		15/2

		SM.10.0		0		0		0

		SM.10.5		6		5		9/2

		SM.10.6		6		5		9/2

		SM.10.7		6		6		9/2

		SM.10.8		6		6		9/2

		SM.10.9		6		6		9/2

		SM.10.10		7		7		5/1

		SM.10.11		7		7		5/1

		SM.10.12		7		7		5/1

		SM.10.13		8		8		11/2

		SM.10.14		8		8		11/2

		SM.10.15		8		9		11/2

		SM.10.16		9		10		6/1

		SM.10.17		9		11		6/1

		SM.10.18		9		12		13/2

		SM.10.19		10		13		13/2

		SM.10.20		10		14		7/1

		SM.10.21		10		15		7/1

		SM.10.22		11		16		15/2

		SM.10.23		11		17		15/2

		SM.10.24		11		18		8/1

		TM.1.0		0		0		0

		TM.1.5		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.6		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.7		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.8		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.9		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.10		1		1		3/2

		TM.1.11		1		1		3/2

		TM.1.12		1		1		3/2

		TM.1.13		2		2		2/1

		TM.1.14		2		2		2/1

		TM.1.15		2		2		2/1

		TM.1.16		3		3		5/2

		TM.1.17		3		3		5/2

		TM.1.18		3		3		5/2

		TM.1.19		4		4		3/1

		TM.1.20		4		4		3/1

		TM.1.21		4		4		7/2

		TM.1.22		5		5		4/1

		TM.1.23		5		5		9/2

		TM.1.24		5		6		5/1

		TM.2.0		0		0		0

		TM.2.5		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.6		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.7		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.8		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.9		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.10		2		2		2/1

		TM.2.11		2		2		2/1

		TM.2.12		2		2		2/1

		TM.2.13		3		3		5/2

		TM.2.14		3		3		5/2

		TM.2.15		3		3		5/2

		TM.2.16		4		4		3/1

		TM.2.17		4		4		3/1

		TM.2.18		4		4		3/1

		TM.2.19		5		5		7/2

		TM.2.20		5		5		4/1

		TM.2.21		5		5		9/2

		TM.2.22		6		6		5/1

		TM.2.23		6		6		11/2

		TM.2.24		6		7		6/1

		TM.3.0		0		0		0

		TM.3.5		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.6		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.7		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.8		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.9		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.10		3		3		5/2

		TM.3.11		3		3		5/2

		TM.3.12		3		3		5/2

		TM.3.13		4		4		3/1

		TM.3.14		4		4		3/1

		TM.3.15		4		4		3/1

		TM.3.16		5		5		7/2

		TM.3.17		5		5		7/2

		TM.3.18		5		5		7/2

		TM.3.19		6		6		4/1

		TM.3.20		6		6		9/2

		TM.3.21		6		6		5/1

		TM.3.22		7		7		11/2

		TM.3.23		7		7		6/1

		TM.3.24		7		8		13/2

		TM.4.0		0		0		0

		TM.4.5		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.6		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.7		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.8		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.9		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.10		4		4		3/1

		TM.4.11		4		4		3/1

		TM.4.12		4		4		3/1

		TM.4.13		5		5		7/2

		TM.4.14		5		5		7/2

		TM.4.15		5		5		7/2

		TM.4.16		6		6		4/1

		TM.4.17		6		6		4/1

		TM.4.18		6		6		4/1

		TM.4.19		7		7		9/2

		TM.4.20		7		7		5/1

		TM.4.21		7		7		11/2

		TM.4.22		8		8		6/1

		TM.4.23		8		8		13/2

		TM.4.24		8		9		7/1

		TM.5.0		0		0		0

		TM.5.5		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.6		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.7		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.8		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.9		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.10		5		5		7/2

		TM.5.11		5		5		7/2

		TM.5.12		5		5		7/2

		TM.5.13		6		6		4/1

		TM.5.14		6		6		4/1

		TM.5.15		6		6		4/1

		TM.5.16		7		7		9/2

		TM.5.17		7		7		9/2

		TM.5.18		7		7		9/2

		TM.5.19		8		8		5/1

		TM.5.20		8		8		11/2

		TM.5.21		8		8		6/1

		TM.5.22		9		9		13/2

		TM.5.23		9		9		7/1

		TM.5.24		9		10		15/2

		TM.6.0		0		0		0

		TM.6.5		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.6		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.7		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.8		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.9		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.10		6		6		4/1

		TM.6.11		6		6		4/1

		TM.6.12		6		6		4/1

		TM.6.13		7		7		9/2

		TM.6.14		7		7		9/2

		TM.6.15		7		7		9/2

		TM.6.16		8		8		5/1

		TM.6.17		8		8		5/1

		TM.6.18		8		8		5/1

		TM.6.19		9		9		11/2

		TM.6.20		9		9		6/1

		TM.6.21		9		9		13/2

		TM.6.22		10		10		7/1

		TM.6.23		10		10		15/2

		TM.6.24		10		11		8/1

		TM.7.0		0		0		0

		TM.7.5		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.6		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.7		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.8		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.9		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.10		7		7		9/2

		TM.7.11		7		7		9/2

		TM.7.12		7		7		9/2

		TM.7.13		8		8		5/1

		TM.7.14		8		8		5/1

		TM.7.15		8		8		5/1

		TM.7.16		9		9		11/2

		TM.7.17		9		9		11/2

		TM.7.18		9		9		11/2

		TM.7.19		10		10		6/1

		TM.7.20		10		10		13/2

		TM.7.21		10		10		7/1

		TM.7.22		11		11		15/2

		TM.7.23		11		11		8/1

		TM.7.24		11		12		17/2

		TM.8.0		0		0		0

		TM.8.5		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.6		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.7		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.8		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.9		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.10		8		8		5/1

		TM.8.11		8		8		5/1

		TM.8.12		8		8		5/1

		TM.8.13		9		9		11/2

		TM.8.14		9		9		11/2

		TM.8.15		9		9		11/2

		TM.8.16		10		10		6/1

		TM.8.17		10		10		6/1

		TM.8.18		10		10		6/1

		TM.8.19		11		11		13/2

		TM.8.20		11		11		7/1

		TM.8.21		11		11		15/2

		TM.8.22		12		12		8/1

		TM.8.23		12		12		17/2

		TM.8.24		12		13		9/1

		TM.9.0		0		0		0

		TM.9.5		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.6		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.7		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.8		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.9		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.10		9		9		11/2

		TM.9.11		9		9		11/2

		TM.9.12		9		9		11/2

		TM.9.13		10		10		6/1

		TM.9.14		10		10		6/1

		TM.9.15		10		10		6/1

		TM.9.16		11		11		13/2

		TM.9.17		11		11		13/2

		TM.9.18		11		11		13/2

		TM.9.19		12		12		7/1

		TM.9.20		12		12		15/2

		TM.9.21		12		12		8/1

		TM.9.22		13		13		17/2

		TM.9.23		13		13		9/1

		TM.9.24		13		14		19/2

		TM.10.0		0		0		0

		TM.10.5		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.6		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.7		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.8		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.9		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.10		10		10		6/1

		TM.10.11		10		10		6/1

		TM.10.12		10		10		6/1

		TM.10.13		11		11		13/2

		TM.10.14		11		11		13/2

		TM.10.15		11		11		13/2

		TM.10.16		12		12		7/1

		TM.10.17		12		12		7/1

		TM.10.18		12		12		7/1

		TM.10.19		13		13		15/2

		TM.10.20		13		13		8/1

		TM.10.21		13		13		17/2

		TM.10.22		14		14		9/1

		TM.10.23		14		14		19/2

		TM.10.24		14		15		10/1

		WM.1.0		0		0		0

		WM.1.5		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.6		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.7		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.8		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.9		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.10		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.11		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.12		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.13		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.14		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.15		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.16		2		2		3/2

		WM.1.17		2		2		3/2

		WM.1.18		2		'3		3/2

		WM.1.19		'3		'4		3/2

		WM.1.20		'3		'5		3/2

		WM.1.21		'3		'6		2/1

		WM.1.22		'4		7		2/1

		WM.1.23		'4		8		2/1

		WM.1.24		'4		9		2/1

		WM.2.0		0		0		0

		WM.2.5		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.6		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.7		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.8		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.9		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.10		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.11		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.12		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.13		2		2		3/2

		WM.2.14		2		2		3/2

		WM.2.15		2		2		3/2

		WM.2.16		3		3		3/2

		WM.2.17		3		3		3/2

		WM.2.18		3		4		3/2

		WM.2.19		4		5		2/1

		WM.2.20		4		6		2/1

		WM.2.21		4		7		5/2

		WM.2.22		5		8		5/2

		WM.2.23		5		9		5/2

		WM.2.24		5		10		5/2

		WM.3.0		0		0		0

		WM.3.5		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.6		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.7		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.8		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.9		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.10		2		2		1/1

		WM.3.11		2		2		1/1

		WM.3.12		2		2		1/1

		WM.3.13		3		3		3/2

		WM.3.14		3		3		3/2

		WM.3.15		3		3		3/2

		WM.3.16		4		4		2/1

		WM.3.17		4		4		2/1

		WM.3.18		4		5		2/1

		WM.3.19		5		6		5/2

		WM.3.20		5		7		5/2

		WM.3.21		5		8		3/1

		WM.3.22		6		9		3/1

		WM.3.23		6		10		3/1

		WM.3.24		6		11		3/1

		WM.4.0		0		0		0

		WM.4.5		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.6		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.7		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.8		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.9		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.10		3		3		3/2

		WM.4.11		3		3		3/2

		WM.4.12		3		3		3/2

		WM.4.13		4		4		2/1

		WM.4.14		4		4		2/1

		WM.4.15		4		4		2/1

		WM.4.16		5		5		5/2

		WM.4.17		5		5		5/2

		WM.4.18		5		6		5/2

		WM.4.19		6		7		3/1

		WM.4.20		6		8		3/1

		WM.4.21		6		9		7/2

		WM.4.22		7		10		7/2

		WM.4.23		7		11		7/2

		WM.4.24		7		12		7/2

		WM.5.0		0		0		0

		WM.5.5		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.6		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.7		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.8		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.9		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.10		4		4		2/1

		WM.5.11		4		4		2/1

		WM.5.12		4		4		2/1

		WM.5.13		5		5		5/2

		WM.5.14		5		5		5/2

		WM.5.15		5		5		5/2

		WM.5.16		6		6		3/1

		WM.5.17		6		6		3/1

		WM.5.18		6		7		3/1

		WM.5.19		7		8		7/2

		WM.5.20		7		9		7/2

		WM.5.21		7		10		4/1

		WM.5.22		8		11		4/1

		WM.5.23		8		12		4/1

		WM.5.24		8		13		4/1

		WM.6.0		0		0		0

		WM.6.5		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.6		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.7		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.8		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.9		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.10		5		5		5/2

		WM.6.11		5		5		5/2

		WM.6.12		5		5		5/2

		WM.6.13		6		6		3/1

		WM.6.14		6		6		3/1

		WM.6.15		6		6		3/1

		WM.6.16		7		7		7/2

		WM.6.17		7		7		7/2

		WM.6.18		7		8		7/2

		WM.6.19		8		9		4/1

		WM.6.20		8		10		4/1

		WM.6.21		8		11		9/2

		WM.6.22		9		12		9/2

		WM.6.23		9		13		9/2

		WM.6.24		9		14		9/2

		WM.7.0		0		0		0

		WM.7.5		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.6		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.7		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.8		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.9		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.10		6		6		3/1

		WM.7.11		6		6		3/1

		WM.7.12		6		6		3/1

		WM.7.13		7		7		7/2

		WM.7.14		7		7		7/2

		WM.7.15		7		7		4/1

		WM.7.16		8		8		4/1

		WM.7.17		8		8		4/1

		WM.7.18		8		9		4/1

		WM.7.19		9		10		9/2

		WM.7.20		9		11		9/2

		WM.7.21		9		12		5/1

		WM.7.22		10		13		5/1

		WM.7.23		10		14		5/1

		WM.7.24		10		15		5/1

		WM.8.0		0		0		0

		WM.8.5		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.6		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.7		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.8		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.9		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.10		7		7		7/2

		WM.8.11		7		7		7/2

		WM.8.12		7		7		7/2

		WM.8.13		8		8		4/1

		WM.8.14		8		8		4/1

		WM.8.15		8		8		4/1

		WM.8.16		9		9		9/2

		WM.8.17		9		9		9/2

		WM.8.18		9		10		9/2

		WM.8.19		10		11		5/1

		WM.8.20		10		12		5/1

		WM.8.21		10		13		11/2

		WM.8.22		11		14		11/2

		WM.8.23		11		15		11/2

		WM.8.24		11		16		11/2

		WM.9.0		0		0		0

		WM.9.5		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.6		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.7		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.8		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.9		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.10		8		8		4/1

		WM.9.11		8		8		4/1

		WM.9.12		8		8		4/1

		WM.9.13		9		9		9/2

		WM.9.14		9		9		9/2

		WM.9.15		9		9		9/2

		WM.9.16		10		10		5/1

		WM.9.17		10		10		5/1

		WM.9.18		10		11		5/1

		WM.9.19		11		12		11/2

		WM.9.20		11		13		11/2

		WM.9.21		11		14		6/1

		WM.9.22		12		15		6/1

		WM.9.23		12		16		6/1

		WM.9.24		12		17		6/1

		WM.10.0		0		0		0

		WM.10.5		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.6		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.7		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.8		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.9		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.10		11		11		5/1

		WM.10.11		11		11		5/1

		WM.10.12		11		11		5/1

		WM.10.13		12		12		11/2

		WM.10.14		12		12		11/2

		WM.10.15		12		12		11/2

		WM.10.16		13		13		6/1

		WM.10.17		13		13		6/1

		WM.10.18		13		14		6/1

		WM.10.19		14		15		13/2

		WM.10.20		14		16		13/2

		WM.10.21		14		17		7/1

		WM.10.22		15		18		7/1

		WM.10.23		15		19		15/2

		WM.10.24		15		20		8/1




		TNAZ_ATK_G		TNAZ_FORM_G		TNAZ_WAM_G		TNAZ_DMG_G

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_C		WEAP_MEL_WAM_C		WEAP_MEL_DMG_C

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




		WEAPON_MISSILE01		DMG_NOMAST_MIS01

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6

		Arrow, Notched		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4

		Arrow, Spined		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		d8

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		2d2

		Blowgun		0

		Bolas, Two Ball		d4

		Bolas, Two Ball Spiked		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		d6

		Boomerang		d3

		Bottle/Vial/Jar/Clay Pot/etc.		1

		Chakram		d4

		Club		d4

		Club, Great		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		2d3

		Cudgel		d4

		Dagger		d4

		Dagger, Curved		d4

		Dagger, Push		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Blow		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		d3

		Dart (50), Blow		1

		Fire, Combustible Based		d4

		Fire, Oil Based		d6

		Grappling Hook 120'		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		d4

		Hammer, Melon		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		d6

		Hammer, War		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		d10

		Harpoon		d8

		Hatchet		2d2

		Javelin		d8

		Kaltráp (15 Medium)		2d3

		Kaltráp (30 Small)		4d2

		Kaltráp (6 Large)		d4

		Káma Blade		d6

		Keusárégáma 		d6+d4

		Knife		d4

		Knife, Keukré		d6

		Knife, Tanto		d4

		Knife, Throwing (2)		d2

		Mace, Double		2d4

		Mace, Heavy		d8

		Mace, Light		d6

		Rock (Large)		d6

		Rock (Medium)		d4

		Rock (Small)		d3

		Shurikýn (2 per Attack)		d4

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		d2

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		d3

		Spear (Long)		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		d6

		Spear (Short) 		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		d8

		Spear, Angon		d6

		Spear, Deum		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		3d3

		Sticks, Eskrýma		d4

		Tonfá Blades		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		d4

		Trident		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		d8




		ARCH_ARROW_E		DMG_ARROW_E

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




ARCH_BOW_D	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_D	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_D	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_D
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		STAFF_ATK_H		STAFF_HANDS_H		STAFF_WAM_H		STAFF_DMG_H

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		WEAPON_MELEE03		WAM_REQD_MEL03		DMG_BASE_MEL03

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10+

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8+

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6+

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4+

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3+

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2+

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2+

		Club		1		d4+

		Club, Great		1		d6+

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3+

		Cudgel		1		d4+

		Dagger		1		d4+

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4+

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4+

		Dagger, Push		1		d4+

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6+

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4+

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4+

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2+

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3+

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4+

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3+

		Flail		1		d4+

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8+

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6+

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6+

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4+

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4+

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3+

		Garrott Wire		1		d10+

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2+

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4+

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4+

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6+

		Hammer, War		1		d8+

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10+

		Harpoon		1		d8+

		Hatchet		1		2d2+

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6+

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4+

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2+

		Javelin		1		d8+

		Jité Rod		1		d3+

		Káma Blade		1		d6+

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4+

		Knife		1		d4+

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6+

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4+

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12+

		Lance, Light		1		d8+

		Lance, Medium		1		d10+

		Lasso		1		0+

		Machete		1		d6+

		Mancatcher		1		1+

		Maul		1		2d4+

		Morningstar		1		d6+

		Net		1		Special+

		Nuncháku		1		d4+

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8+

		Pick, Light		1		d6+

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special+

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8+

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8+

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8+

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8+

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10+

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6+

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6+

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6+

		Pry bar		1		d4+

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4+

		Rock (Large)		1		d6+

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4+

		Rock (Small)		1		d3+

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4+

		Sai		1		d6+

		Sap   		1		d2+

		Scourge		1		2d4+

		Scythe		1		d6+

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2+

		Shovel		1		d4+

		Sickle		1		d4+

		Spear (Long)		1		d6+

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6+

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6+

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8+

		Spear, Angon		1		d6+

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4+

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1+

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3+

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6+

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8+

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8+

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6+

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4+

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2+

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6+

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4+

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1+

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10+

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12+

		Sword, Broad		1		d10+

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6+

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12+

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8+

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6+

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8+

		Sword, Great		1		d10+

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4+

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8+

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10+

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10+

		Sword, Long		1		d8+

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8+

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8+

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8+

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10+

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8+

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8+

		Sword, Short		1		d6+

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10+

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3+

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2+

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6+

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6+

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4+

		Trident		1		d6+

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8+

		War Fan (2)		1		d4+

		Whip		1		d4+

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2+

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3+




		HELM		HELM_DEF_BASE

		No Helm		0

		Barbuta Helm (BRZ)		2

		Barbuta Helm (CHR)		2

		Barbuta Helm (STL)		2

		Barbuta Helm (TNG)		2

		Barbuta Helm (TTN)		2

		Bascinet Helm (BRZ)		2

		Bascinet Helm (CHR)		2

		Bascinet Helm (STL)		2

		Bascinet Helm (TNG)		2

		Bascinet Helm (TTN)		2

		Carved Cap (Fired WD)		1

		Carved Cap (WD)		1

		Conical Helm (BRZ)		1

		Conical Helm (CHR)		1

		Conical Helm (STL)		1

		Conical Helm (TNG)		1

		Conical Helm (TTN)		1

		Great Helm (BRZ)		3

		Great Helm (CHR)		3

		Great Helm (STL)		3

		Great Helm (TNG)		3

		Great Helm (TTN)		3

		Kettle Helm (BRZ)		1

		Kettle Helm (CHR)		1

		Kettle Helm (STL)		1

		Kettle Helm (TNG)		1

		Kettle Helm (TTN)		1

		Round Helm (BRZ)		1

		Round Helm (CHR)		1

		Round Helm (STL)		1

		Round Helm (TNG)		1

		Round Helm (TTN)		1

		Sallet Helm (BRZ)		1

		Sallet Helm (CHR)		1

		Sallet Helm (STL)		1

		Sallet Helm (TNG)		1

		Sallet Helm (TTN)		1

		Sewn Cap (LTH)		1

		Spangen Helm (BRZ)		1

		Spangen Helm (CHR)		1

		Spangen Helm (STL)		1

		Spangen Helm (TNG)		1

		Spangen Helm (TTN)		1

		Tung Round Helm		1

		Tung Sallet Helm		1

		Tung Spangen Helm		1

		Wood Carved Cap		0

		Wood Carved Cap		0




		STAFF_ATK_D		STAFF_HANDS_D		STAFF_WAM_D		STAFF_DMG_D

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		ArchHelp_D		ArchType_D		ArchReq_D		ArchCombine_D		ArchUses_D		ArchEAM_D		ArchWAM_D		ArchInit_D		ArchARM_D		ArchDMG_D		ArchAvType_D		ArchAvEff_D		ArchDesc_D		ArchAction_D

		ARROW CATCH Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-3		0|-3		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-2		0|-2		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-1		-1|-2		0|-1		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		BLIND SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		-3		None		None		Archery Master is able to fire in obscured vision circumstances with scaling bonuses/penalties based on his/her current Mastery Rank. Obscured vision includes but is not limited to: moonlight, low light, fog, heavy rain/snow, smoke, etc. The Archery Master may take an initiative penalty while he/she takes and extra moment or two to focus and aim the shot, using sound, shadows, and intuition to attempt to hit the target despite the visual disability.		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BOW PARRY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW SNAP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d4		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4+1		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d6+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DISARM SHOT Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		0		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0|-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		FIRE RAIN Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-3		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-2		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-1		d3/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FLAME ARROW Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		+1		+d6|2rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +1		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +2		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +3		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		-1		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		0		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-1		+1		+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		MELEE ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-3		d2		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-2		d3		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-1		d4		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MOTION SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-2		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		+1		DMG +2		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POWER SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +3		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +4		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		0		+1		DMG +5		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 3		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-3		DMG -4		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 4		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-2		DMG -3		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 5		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-1		0|-2		DMG -2		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SPINNING BOW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +2		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		STAPLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-3|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		THROW ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		`		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-3|-4		[-4]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-2|-3		[-3]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-2		-1|-2		[-2]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot




		ARCH_ARROW_D		DMG_ARROW_D

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		TNAZ_ATK_H		TNAZ_FORM_H		TNAZ_WAM_H		TNAZ_DMG_H

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAPON_MELEE02		WAM_REQD_MEL02		DMG_BASE_MEL02

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10+

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8+

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6+

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4+

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3+

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2+

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2+

		Club		1		d4+

		Club, Great		1		d6+

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3+

		Cudgel		1		d4+

		Dagger		1		d4+

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4+

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4+

		Dagger, Push		1		d4+

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6+

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4+

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4+

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2+

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3+

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4+

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3+

		Flail		1		d4+

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8+

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6+

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6+

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4+

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4+

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3+

		Garrott Wire		1		d10+

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2+

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4+

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4+

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6+

		Hammer, War		1		d8+

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10+

		Harpoon		1		d8+

		Hatchet		1		2d2+

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6+

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4+

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2+

		Javelin		1		d8+

		Jité Rod		1		d3+

		Káma Blade		1		d6+

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4+

		Knife		1		d4+

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6+

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4+

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12+

		Lance, Light		1		d8+

		Lance, Medium		1		d10+

		Lasso		1		0+

		Machete		1		d6+

		Mancatcher		1		1+

		Maul		1		2d4+

		Morningstar		1		d6+

		Net		1		Special+

		Nuncháku		1		d4+

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8+

		Pick, Light		1		d6+

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special+

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8+

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8+

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8+

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8+

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10+

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6+

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6+

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6+

		Pry bar		1		d4+

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4+

		Rock (Large)		1		d6+

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4+

		Rock (Small)		1		d3+

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4+

		Sai		1		d6+

		Sap   		1		d2+

		Scourge		1		2d4+

		Scythe		1		d6+

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2+

		Shovel		1		d4+

		Sickle		1		d4+

		Spear (Long)		1		d6+

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6+

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6+

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8+

		Spear, Angon		1		d6+

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4+

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1+

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3+

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6+

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8+

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8+

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6+

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4+

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2+

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6+

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4+

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1+

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10+

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12+

		Sword, Broad		1		d10+

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6+

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12+

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8+

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6+

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8+

		Sword, Great		1		d10+

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4+

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8+

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10+

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10+

		Sword, Long		1		d8+

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8+

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8+

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8+

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10+

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8+

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8+

		Sword, Short		1		d6+

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10+

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3+

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2+

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6+

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6+

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4+

		Trident		1		d6+

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8+

		War Fan (2)		1		d4+

		Whip		1		d4+

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2+

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3+




		ARCH_ARROW_C		DMG_ARROW_C

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		ARCH_ARROW_B		DMG_ARROW_B

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		STAFF_ATK_F		STAFF_HANDS_F		STAFF_WAM_F		STAFF_DMG_F

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		WEAPON_MELEE01		WAM_REQD_MEL01		DMG_BASE_MEL01

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10+

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8+

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6+

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4+

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3+

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2+

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2+

		Club		1		d4+

		Club, Great		1		d6+

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3+

		Cudgel		1		d4+

		Dagger		1		d4+

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4+

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4+

		Dagger, Push		1		d4+

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6+

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4+

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4+

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2+

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3+

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4+

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3+

		Flail		1		d4+

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8+

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6+

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6+

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4+

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4+

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3+

		Garrott Wire		1		d10+

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2+

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4+

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4+

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6+

		Hammer, War		1		d8+

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10+

		Harpoon		1		d8+

		Hatchet		1		2d2+

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6+

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4+

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2+

		Javelin		1		d8+

		Jité Rod		1		d3+

		Káma Blade		1		d6+

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4+

		Knife		1		d4+

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6+

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4+

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12+

		Lance, Light		1		d8+

		Lance, Medium		1		d10+

		Lasso		1		0+

		Machete		1		d6+

		Mancatcher		1		1+

		Maul		1		2d4+

		Morningstar		1		d6+

		Net		1		Special+

		Nuncháku		1		d4+

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8+

		Pick, Light		1		d6+

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special+

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8+

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8+

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8+

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8+

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10+

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6+

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6+

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6+

		Pry bar		1		d4+

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4+

		Rock (Large)		1		d6+

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4+

		Rock (Small)		1		d3+

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4+

		Sai		1		d6+

		Sap   		1		d2+

		Scourge		1		2d4+

		Scythe		1		d6+

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2+

		Shovel		1		d4+

		Sickle		1		d4+

		Spear (Long)		1		d6+

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6+

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6+

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8+

		Spear, Angon		1		d6+

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4+

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1+

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3+

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6+

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8+

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8+

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6+

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4+

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2+

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6+

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4+

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1+

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10+

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12+

		Sword, Broad		1		d10+

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6+

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12+

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8+

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6+

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8+

		Sword, Great		1		d10+

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4+

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8+

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10+

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10+

		Sword, Long		1		d8+

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8+

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8+

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8+

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10+

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8+

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8+

		Sword, Short		1		d6+

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10+

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3+

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2+

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6+

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6+

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4+

		Trident		1		d6+

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8+

		War Fan (2)		1		d4+

		Whip		1		d4+

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2+

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3+




		WEAP_ARW_BOW_B		WEAP_ARW_BOW_WAM_REQD_B		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_MAX_B		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_B

				0		0		0

		Bow, Composite Long		1W/2E		150		30

		Bow, Recurve Long		1W/2E		200		40

		Bow, Recurve Short		1W/2E		125		25

		Bow, Composite Short		1W/2E		100		20

		Bow, Double Curve Long		1W/2E		120		24

		Bow, Double Curve Short		1W/2E		75		15

		Bow, Horse (Mohuran)		1W/2E		30		6

		Bow, Long		1W/2E		90		18

		Bow, Short		1W/2E		60		12

		Crossbow, Hand		1W/2E		50		10

		Crossbow, Heavy		1W/2E		150		30

		Crossbow, Light		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling Staff		1W/2E		150		30




		ArchHelp_E		ArchType_E		ArchReq_E		ArchCombine_E		ArchUses_E		ArchEAM_E		ArchWAM_E		ArchInit_E		ArchARM_E		ArchDMG_E		ArchAvType_E		ArchAvEff_E		ArchDesc_E		ArchAction_E

		ARROW CATCH Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW CATCH Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Use standard parry action to attempt to catch in incoming arrow attack.  Must have one free hand available. Archer receives ARM bonus/penalty based on Mastery Rank.		Parry Catches Incoming Arrow

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-3		0|-3		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-2		-2|-2		0|-2		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		ARROW IN HAND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		2		-1		-1|-2		0|-1		None		None		Archer gains 1 extra WAM by pulling an extra arrow from the quiver and holding the extra arrow in between two fingers while knocking and firing the first arrow, then quickly pulling the extra arrow on-string, nocking it, and firing it in the next consecutive segment with an INIT bonus/penalty and ARM/DMG bonuses/penalties to both arrows based on Mastery Rank. Any other arrows or other use of WAM will be enacted as normal in the segments following or in the segments prior to the use of the Arrow-In-Hand S+A.		Gain Extra WAM to Quick-Fire

		BLIND SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		-3		None		None		Archery Master is able to fire in obscured vision circumstances with scaling bonuses/penalties based on his/her current Mastery Rank. Obscured vision includes but is not limited to: moonlight, low light, fog, heavy rain/snow, smoke, etc. The Archery Master may take an initiative penalty while he/she takes and extra moment or two to focus and aim the shot, using sound, shadows, and intuition to attempt to hit the target despite the visual disability.		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BLIND SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		-2		None		None		Archer is able to fire arrow(s) with scaling modifiers while vision is obscured (fog, smoke, heavy rain/snow, darknes, etc.)		Fire Arrows While Vision is Obscured

		BOW PARRY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW PARRY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the wood of the bow to parry the flat of a blade and deflect an incoming attack. Several missed Bow Parry attempts may result in nicks to the Archer's bow (at the GameMaster's discretion). ARM bonuses/penalties will apply depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Parry Melee Weapon With Bow

		BOW SNAP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SNAP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow near the middle and snapping the top or bottom end forward for a quick, minimal damage melee attack with scaling ARM bonus and damage. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW STRIKE Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it forward to strike the mid- to upper-body of the target with a scaling damaging melee attack. with a scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d4		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWEEP Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d4+1		None		None		The Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the top half and swinging it from the side to strike the mid- to lower-body of the  target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-3		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-2		-2		d8		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW SWING Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-1		d8+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the flat of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by holding the bow on the bottom half and swinging it from the side to strike the target with a scaling  damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty.  This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d4		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		d6		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		BOW THRUST Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d6+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use the end tip of the bow, strung or unstrung, as a staff by thrusting the tip of the bow forward to strike the target with a scaling damage melee attack and scaling ARM bonus/penalty. This S+A uses 1 WAM of the Archery Master's WAM for the bow being used to make the attack. Appropriate Mastery ARM and Damage bonuses apply.		Use Bow as a Melee Weapon

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DEFLECT ARROW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Archery Master, through many hours of practice and training, has learned to use the weapon-in-hand to knock an incoming missile harmlessly aside, usually up to d10 feet in the direction of the deflection. If the direction is unclear, the GameMaster will determine the direction of the deflection. 		Knock Away an Incoming Arrow

		DISARM SHOT Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DISARM SHOT Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Target		1		1		-1		0		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master is able  to knock an enemy’s weapon from his hand with a bow-fired arrow by taking extra time to focus the shot on the target's weapon or weapon hand causing the target to make a PGA check on 2d12, with a penalty, or drop his/her weapon. The Archer incurs bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on his/her current Mastery Rank.		Cause Enemy to Drop Weapon

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		DOUBLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0|-1		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire two arrows at the same time, each doing damage. Both shots have scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  If each of the two arrows are fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other and the arrows flight path to both targets must be unobstructed. There is an INIT bonus/penalty based on the Archer's Mastery Rank for both one and two target shots. If both arrows are fired at the same target, the second arrow ARM bonus/penalty is the same as the first.		Fire 2 Arrows at Once

		FIRE RAIN Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-3		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-2		d2/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FIRE RAIN Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		Arrow in Hand S+A		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Encounter		3		2		4 seg		-1		d3/rnd		None		None		Archer uses Arrow In Hand to quickly fire two arrows – 1st a fire-pot arrow (flammable liquid filled clay pot) and 2nd a flame arrow.  Fire fire-pot arrow on segment 1, lights flame arrow on segment 2, fires flame  arrow at the soaring fire-pot arrow on segment 3, and drops damage-inflicting flames on segment 4. Fire-pot arrow has DEF equal to [ 0 + Archer Mastery Rank ]. Successful hit on fire-pot rains droplets of fire over 20-ft radius for a number of combat rounds equal to the  Archer's Mastery Rank ÷ 2. Requires 4 segments from start to finish. All targets in the Area of Effect are allowed a Physical Avoidance Chance (PAC%) for half damage.		Rain Fire on Enemy AoE

		FLAME ARROW Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		0		+d6|1rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FLAME ARROW Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		1		3 seg		+1		+d6|2rnd		None		None		Archery Master pulls special flame arrow from quiver on segment 1, lights arrow on fire on segment 2, and fires arrow at target on segment 3 with scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties.  Flame arrow has been covered in flammable tar oil soaked cheesecloth. Cheesecloth burns quickly to light the tar.  A successful hit does an additional d6 fire damage on impact and additional d6 fire damage for a scaling number of following rounds. 		Fire Flaming Arrow

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +1		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +2		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		FOCUS SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		1		-1/seg		Max +3		+1		None		None		Focus Shot allows the Archery Master to take a little longer to aim the shot and receive a bonus to his/her ARM.   For every  additional segment an Archer holds Initiative while focusing aim, he/she gains a scaling bonus to ARM and DAMAGE based on Mastery Rank.  The Archer's Defense Factor suffers a penalty from -2 while holding initiative and focusing prior to the attack.		Hold INIT to Gain Bonuses

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		-1		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-2		0		+1		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		JUMPING SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		3		2		-1		+1		+2		None		None		Archery Master is able to use nearby terrain to make a jump into the air (think parkour), firing the bow while in the air, and incurring a scaling INIT/ARM bonus/penalty and DAMAGE bonus to the attack. The Jumping Shot S+A can be used to make nearly any type of jump your GameMaster will approve from jumping off a mount to using a wall, boulder, tree, or other item to gain a height advantage on the shot.		Parkour Bow Shot for Bonus

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		KNOCK-OFF Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Knock Off S+A shot allows the Archer to knock an item from it’s current resting place.  The item to be knocked off could be a hat, a container, a piece of fruit, etc.  There are bonuses/penalties to Initiative and ARM based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. If the intended target is in motion, there is an additional 2 point penalty to both Initiative and ARM.		Use Arrow to Knock Off Item

		MELEE ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-3		d2		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-2		d3		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MELEE ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		-1		d4		None		None		Melee Arrow allows the Archery Master to use an arrow as a small hand held melee weapon.  The arrow can do piercing damage or slashing damage.  The damage is less than a bow fired arrow, but desperate times often call for desperate actions.  Damage is based on the Archer's Mastery Rank. List Melee Arrow separately for each damage type on your character record sheet.  No penalties are imposed on this attack. 		Make Melee Atk With Arrow

		MOTION SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		MOTION SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2+WAM		per Weap		0		-1|-2		per Weap		None		None		Archery Master can fire arrows while in motion with scaling ARM bonus/penalty and no bonus/penalty to INIT/DMG. Requires 2 initial EAM which allows 1 bow shot while moving across 5feet. Each add'l arrow while moving across 5 feet is +1 EAM. Can be used while on foot or from atop a mount. The ARM bonus/penalty varies between foot motion (1st ARM) and mounted motion (2nd ARM). 		Fire Arrows While in Motion

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		NEEDLE THREAD Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Needle Thread allows Archer to pass an arrow through a small opening.  The opening must be large enough for the arrow head and the shaft of the arrow to pass through it completely.  Many Archers use longleaf or custom built arrows for this shot. The shot has scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penaltiesIf a rope/twine/cording is attached, the GM should determine an ARM penalty to compensate for the drag caused by the attached cording.		Shoot Arrow Through Small Opening

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-2		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-3		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		PASS-THRU SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		2 × per Combat Round		2		1		-2		-1		Special		None		None		Pass-Thru Shot is well aimed with added strength so it passes through one target and hits a second target directly behind the first.  The two targets must be lined up in an angle congruent with the path of the arrow in order for this shot to be effective. Scaling INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply. DAMAGE to 1st target is normal. DAMAGE to 2nd target is 1 die size lower (d4 >> d3, d6 >> d4, d8 >> d6, etc.). Only 1 attack roll to hit both targets.		Pass Thru 1st Target to Hit 2nd

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		0		DMG +1		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POINT BLANK SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		0		+1		DMG +2		None		None		Point blank range with a bow is defined as the target of the arrow being within 5 feet of the bow when the shot is made. Archers can shoot point blank with scaling ARM bonuses from 0 to +4) and scaling INIT bonuses/penalties. INIT penalty only applies to the first point blank shot at a specific target in a single round. Point Blank cnnot carry over into another round.  ARM/DMG bonuses apply to all shots while at point blank range.		Fire Arrows at Close Targets

		POWER SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +3		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		-1		0		DMG +4		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		POWER SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		2		1		0		+1		DMG +5		None		None		A Power Shot is a bow and arrow shot that is made with such strength and precision that it does scaling bonus damage plus standard Mastery bonuses.  The Archery Master takes a little extra time to ensure the arrow is positioned just right for maximum penetration then pulls back even further than usual to give it more power and momentum. There are Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties based on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 3		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-3		DMG -4		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 4		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-2		0|-2		DMG -3		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		QUICKDRAW RAPID FIRE Rank 5		GENERAL		AGILITY (AGL) Attribute ? 15		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Encounter		1/Arrow		1/2 Arr		-1		0|-2		DMG -2		None		None		The Quickdraw Rapid Fire allows Archer to double WAM for 1 round and loose twice as many arrows. This S+A is not allowed to carry over into the next round and each arrow fired requires 1 segment. Archer fires 2 arrows for every 1 WAM used but each arrow fired uses 1 EAM. No ARM penalty for the 1st arrow, but additional arrows suffer a scaling penalty. INIT/DAMAGE suffer scaling bonus/penalty as well.

				Double WAM to Rapid Fire Arrows

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		ROPE CUTTER Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Rope Cutter Action allows the Archery Master to cut a rope with a bow-fired arrow without the use of a rope cutter arrow. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted rope must be free of physical obstruction.		Use Arrow to Cut Rope

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SNUFF CANDLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		The Snuff Candle Action allows the Archery Master to fire an arrow from a bow so close to a candle flame (or other small flame) that the wind from the arrow snuffs out the candle. Initiative and ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery rank. The arrow path between the Archer and the targeted flame must be free of physical obstruction.		Extinguish Flame with Arrow

		SPINNING BOW Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +1		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		SPINNING BOW Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		1 × per Combat Round		1/seg		0		0		DEF +2		0		None		None		Rapidly spin bow  to created a defensive barrier. Requires 1 EAM per segment the bow is spinning and yields a scaling bonus to DEFENSE plus an additional DEF bonus of +1 for every 3 segments of consecutive spinning without interruption. Successful hit on Archer stops the spinning for one full segment during which time the Archer's DEFENSE is without bonus. Spinning may begin again 2 segments after the interruption segment.		Spin Bow to Gain DEF Bonus

		STAPLE Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-4		-3		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-2		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STAPLE Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-1		per Weap		None		None		Staple Shot allows the Archery Master to pin/staple something to a surface behind it with an arrow.  Commonly used as warning shot or for entertainment. Includes hat, cloak, or any other inanimate object. Attempting shot at sentient being incurs additional -2 ARM penalty. The surface behind the intended target must be susceptible to missile penetration and the path between the bow and the target must be free of physical obstruction.		Pin Object to Surface with Arrow

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-3|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		-1		-2|-3		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		STUMBLE MOUNT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		2		1		0		-2|-2		per Weap		None		None		Stumble Mount used to cause a moving horse or any other mount to stumble and fall, usually dislodging its rider.  Usually made to the leg/head of land based animals and wing/head of airborne animals. INIT/ARM bonuses/penalties apply based on the Archer's Mastery Rank and vary between still mounts (1st number) and mounts in motion (2nd number).		Cause Mount to Fall

		THROW ARROW Rank 3		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-3		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 4		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		`		-2		-2		d3		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		THROW ARROW Rank 5		MELEE		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		Archer can throw an arrow at an opponent as an attack as if it were a hand-fired missile (like a dagger). There are ARM and INIT penalties/bonuses dependent upon the Archery Master's Mastery Rank. 

		Damage for this type of attack varies, ranging from d3 to d4+3 depending on the Archer's Mastery Rank.		Throw an Arrow Like a Dagger

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 3		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-3|-4		[-4]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 4		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-3		-2|-3		[-3]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		TRIPLE ARROW SHOT Rank 5		GENERAL		Double Arrow Shot		Arrow in Hand		1 × per Combat Round		4		1		-2		-1|-2		[-2]		None		None		Archer can fire 3 arrows at the same time at a single target or 2-3 different targets. If all 3 are at the same target, only 1 attack roll required.  If fired at separate targets, the targets must be within 5 feet of each other, the arrows flight path to all targets must be unobstructed, and 2nd/3rd arrows have scaling ARM bonus/penalty and scaling DAMAGE reduction. Tthere is a scaling INIT bonus/penalty.		Fire Three Arrows at Once

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 3		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-3		-3		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 4		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-2		-2		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot

		WHIZZING SHOT Rank 5		TRICK SHOT		No Pre-Requisite Required		Cannot Be Combined		Unlimited		1		1		-1		-1		per Weap		None		None		Whizzing Arrow allows Archer to shoot arrow narrowly missing someone’s head, other body part, or inanimate object.  Arrow flies so close that pseudo-target literally hears it whiz by.  Is often used as a warning shot or to demonstrate the Archer's skill. It's uses are only limited by the player's imagination and the GameMaster's approval. There are scaling INIT/ARM penalties/bonuses applied to this shot.		Intentful Near Miss Shot




		TNAZ_ATK_A		TNAZ_FORM_A		TNAZ_WAM_A		TNAZ_DMG_A

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8
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